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By letter of 22 October 1976 the President of the counci l o.f the

European c~nltie• coquetted the european Parli ament to de liver an opinion
on the propo1at frOG the Comoia1ion of the turopean Communities to the
council for a rec)ulation eata.blishing a EurOop\e.an agency for trade

cooper~t

t.ion with the developing countries.

On 28 OctotM!r 1976

thia propoaal to the

the President of the European Parliament refu red

C~ t tee

on Developaent and Cooperation as the

~t

too reaponeible and to the Cocaitt ee on BUdgets for it& opinion.
On

a ppoinud

29 OCtober 1976 the
Mr

Coa:ait~ee

on Development a nd cooperation

SandrL rapporteut.

lt con1iderod the dra ft report. at: its meeting of

24 November 1976

l!lnd adopted it unaniaoua ly .

Preaent :
vice-cha1.nnen:

Mlaa Flesch . chair•an;
Mr

~zs

Walt. Mr Lagorce &nd

Oeraani, M.r Oe1chupa . Kr &tpersen,

~r

~~

Sandri,

Plhliq:,

Sir Ceoffroy de Freita1, Mre Kruchow . Lord St Oswald and Hr Walkhoff .
'I'he opinlon of the Comm.i ttee on Budqets "'ill be presented seporatdy,
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A

The Committee on Developmen~and Cooperation hereby submits to the
European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together with
explanatory statement:

embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on a proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation
establishing a European agency for trade cooperation with the developing
countries

The European Parliament,
- having regard to the proposal from the Commission of the European
1
Communities to the Council,
- having been consulted b} the Council (Doc. 367/76),
- having regard to the Council resolutions of 30 April 1974 and 3 March 1975,
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
and the opinion of the Committee on Budgets (Doc. 445 (76) ,
1.

Welcomes the Commission proposal as it has repeatedly called upon the
the Commission to draw up proposals for the establishment of an agency
for the improvement of trade cooperation with the developing countries;

2.

Regards the creation of the planned agency as a political gesture confirming after the conclusion and entry into force of the

Lorn~

Convention

the Community's resolve to strengthen cooperation with non-associate
countries as well;
3.

Considers it essential to provide exact information on terms of EC trade
and export opportunities, so that the developing countries can make
better use of existing schemes;

4.

Welcomes the fact that the agency will form the most important part of
the additional measures to improve generalized preferences, as the use
made of the preference system in 1974 and 1975 was no higher than 65%
and 67% respectively;

5.

Agrees with the measures which are to be taken by the Agency in favour
of trade promotion programmes;

1

OJ No C 256, 29.10.1976, p.2
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6.

Considers that, for practical reasons, the agency must have its seat
near the offices of the Commission and of the trade and diplomatic
missions from the developing countries;

7.

Considers it necessary to gear procedures and staffing levels to the
special requirements of the agency;

8.

Agrees that the agency should be established in the form of a European
agency with legal personality and financial autonomy, under the direct
supervision of the Commission;

9.

Shares the opinion of the Commission that to finance operating costs an
annual subsidy must be granted from the Community budget;

10.

Takes the view that the appropriations of 1,055,000 u.a. provided by the
Commission for 1977 should be increased if necessary to ensure the
independence of the agency;

11.

Calls upon the Commission to submit an annual report

~o

it giving a

detailed account of the work, results achieved and finances of the
agency.
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B

EXPLl\Nl\'l'ORY

1.

S'l'ATJ;;MENT

The Commission proposal provides for the establishment of a European

agency for trade cooperation with the developing countries.

The agency is

primarily intended to improve the utilization of the generalized system
of preferences and to carry out trade promotion programmes to help the
developing countries.

The agency is necessary not simply because of the

growing number of community measures to help developing countries in these
two areas, but also because of

the operational and commercial nature of the

new tasks which, as the Commission rightly stresses, are difficult to reconcile with the procedures of a public administration.
2.

The creation of an agency for trade cooperation must be seen in the

context of an overall Community policy of cooperation with developing
countries.

Special mention should be made here of the Council resolutions

of 30 April 1974 on the improvement of the use of the generalized preferences
scheme and on financing specific technical assistance schemes to promote
the exports of non-associated developing countries by appropriations to be
entered in the Community budget.

In another resolution of 3 March 1975 the

Council confirmed its resolve to make a sustained effort to improve
generalized preferences, especially encouraging the beneficiary developing
countries to make better use of the Community scheme by providing them with
more information.

The establishment of the agency must be seen in this

context as one of its tasks would be to help to improve the utilization of
the generalized preferences.

Mention should also be made of the trade

promotion schemes laid down in the Lome Convention.
3.

In the past, particularly in dealing with the generalized customs
1
2
and for 1977 , the European Parliament has

preferences scheme for 1976

repeatedly called upon the Commission to continue its efforts to provide better
information on preferences available, particularly by the sub:nission of
proposals for the creation of an agency for documentation andinformation.

1

2

Dondelinger report on the Commission's proposals for application of
generalized customs preferences for 1976, Doc. 285/75, 10 October 1975.
De Freitas report on the Commission proposals for application of
generalized customs preferences in 1977, Doc. 332/76 11 October 1976
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Parliamenc is therefore in
recjards the

est~bliahzrert.

agre~nt

with the

propoaal.

OOmGdssic~·s

It

of suc..'-1 an ttgency prim:arily as a politicilt.l gesture

confirroinq the <."Ommuru.t-y' s resolve n£ter the entry into force of tho Lom'
convention, to inc::z:-ensc cooperation with non-associated developing countries

as well .

or nn agency to promote ttadc was supported not aimply by
1
Parliament, but also by the Economic und Soci~l commi ttee and the governments
of the Nine? Il need httrdly be added that all measures to promote trade will
be welco~ed by all the doveloping countriea concerned.
4.

The

ide~

As .:oencioned earlier, t'te aqency is intended to make an active

contribution to tho i:tproveraent of t.rade relations bet-ween developing

countries and the

co~~nity.

Your Co%mittee reqards

as a necessary mcnne: of pro\•iding the developing
j

a~

agency of this kind

coun~ries

with detailod

nformation on CCC tnrms of trade and export opportunities,

for this is

the only "''ilY of on'JUJ'i•N Lhat better uso is made of existing aystems.

In

previous !'csol ut.ionu Pa•·livment has oflCJ) stressed that more muat be
done to help tl1C'

dcvl~1opln4

countries t:o

socur~

wider opportunities in

"--rld tra.d&, as t.hiR .&.s one of the mo•t llnportant factors maki.n9 for the
1.%lprovement of their econotic situation.

1-..or

what use are technical and

financial aid and industrialization projects. if the developinq countries
cannot sell their products in the

industriali~ed

countries, particularly the EEC, must therefore

countries?

m~k~

The industrial

greater effort• to make

it easier for tho devoloping countries to sell the few products in Which
they are competitive in European marketa.
5.

The aqency ,.•111 be responsible for carrying out measures to promote

the objecth•ea of the co!WIOn develoP"'-"nt policy in the trade

s~ctor,

tl'.rough practicAl IIChe.mes in e-., distinct but complementary fields: better
usc of the

csr

and trade

agency has

t~~

diatinct

dual task the
one for the GSP and the othet for trade
To carry out this

pro~~ion .

depart~ent,,

promotion.
6.

The intent.ion .ls that the .:0..9ency should be the cornerstone of the

additional oeasurea Lo improve the generalized preferences.

this kind

~re

Measures of

rno1t important as improved utilization of the generalized

pre!e.rences has been necessary for SOMe tiDe.

Thus in 1974 for exuplo

3. 250.. u.a. were available under the preference system.. but only 2.100ra u .a.
t~:-ece

used. a

~rete

65?:. · 3.6801n u .a. were available in 1975 and only 2, S40ta

u.a .....:ere used, Lc. 67' .

For 1976 thf' Commission estimates the utili:c:ation

of the preference syetem at between 59 end 651.· and for 1977 between 46
3
and 54% . '/ouc- conwittee therefore culls upon the Council to adopt the

1 Op:nio" o£ ls.~.l97S
2
Report by >lr Di :~artino of 10 January 1976, Annex II, COM(76) 505 final.
3
C()(H76) SOS final, p. 3.
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proposal from the Commission as soon as possible thus allowing the Agency
to play an active and effective role in the application of the generalized
system of preferences for 1977.
7.

In the field of generalized preferences, there are four objectives:

- to make their use easier for beneficiary developing countries; it is a
complex system and they have often complained of this in the past;
- to increase and spread its use more evenly over the whole Community,
while adapting it to the structural and cyclical trends of the economic
sectors of the Community affected by the GSP; at present imports eligible
for preferences are concentrated in the sectors of sensitive and semisensitive goods while in the sector of non-sensitive goods there are
unused import opportunities;
- to spread its use more evenly among the beneficiary countries; so far,
half of the imports under GSP of sensitive and semi-sensitive goods come
from five countries alone;
- to make its use more profitable for developing country exporters who
because of inaccurate information derive scarcely any financial

advantage

from customs exemption.
8.

Both qualitative and quantitative methods must be used to achieve these

objectives.

The first requirement is for the collection and processing of

data on an extensive scale.

There are three aspects to this task.

Documentution
- introduction and operation of card index systems;
- statistical survey based on these systems, of the effects of the GSP on
the export trade and the European import trade;
factual survey, based on comparison of and trends in GSP imports in the
individual donor countries.
In formation
annual publication-in the official langauges of the Community, in Spanish
and if possible in Arabic - of a guide to the GSP;
- updated statements for use by importers and exporters of the unused
quotas under each ceiling subject: to surveillance and each individual
maximum country amount lLnked i·o that ceiling;
- organization of CSP users' meetings.
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Providing advice
- on the effects of the GSP on trade contracts yet to be concluded;
- for individual sectors of indsutry or products in the Community.
9.

The trade promotion department will be responsible for carrying out

trade promotion programmes for the ACP countries and other developing countries,
particularly under the Community programme for general assistance to exports
from developing countries.

It will have three tasks:

assistance for participation by the developing countries in trade events
(organization of fairs and trade weeks in Europe and the developing
countries) ;
organization of trade missions for European buyers in the developing
countries or for developing countries' producers in Europe and the
organization of information seminars on sales techniques and other
specific subjects;
- training and technicul assistance schemes (organization of further
training courses, secon:Jment of experts, market surveys, preparation and
distribution of commercial literature).
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10.

We must agree with the Commission that because of the need for prompt

action, and their operational and commercial nature, requiring direct and
constant contact with the private sector, the new additional tasks of promoting trade and improving the GSP are difficult to reconcile with the
administrative and financial procedures of the Community.

It should be

remembered that the timetable for many trade promotion schemes is set by
independent bodies and cannot be changed.

It follows that the necessary

preparations must be completed within a fixed and narrow time-scale with
the help of numerous organizations and individuals in the developing
countries, and in the Community.

Experience in the Member States has shown

that similar difficulties have arisen in promotion schemes for their own
products on foreign markets.

In the Member States the problem was solved

by setting up semi-public bodies to cooperate with the Ministries for Foreign
Affairs, Economic Affairs and Foreign Trade.
11.

These operational requirements are dictated by the broader trade rela-

tions between the Community and the developing countries, and while differing
on some points according to whether the GSP or trade promotion is involved,
they do run parallel to and complement each other.

It cannot be disputed

that there must be a properly structured unit responsible for the improvement
of the preference system and trade promotion, with the sole task of implementing the schemes, programmes and projects mentioned above.

For practica 1

reasons this Community agency should be located near the Commission and the
trade or diplomatic missions of the developing countries, so that contacts
may be made without delay at any time.

12.

Your committee agrees that the agency should take the form of a European

agency with legal personality and financial autonomy, under the direct supervision of the Commission.

As the agency will work primarily with the private

sector and the foreign trade organizations of the developing countries and
the Community countries, its working methods and its staff will therefore
need to be adapted to these requirements.
13.

In the matter of financing, your committee supports the Commission's

view that independently of various items of revenue, operating costs should
be covered by an annual subsidy from the budget of the European Communities.
In this respect it notes with satisfaction that the Commission has earmarked
a sum of 1,050,000 u.a. for 1977, and recommends an increase in this amount,
if necessary, to ensure the independence of the agency.

Parliament also

calls upon the Commission to submit an annual report to it, containing
detailed information on the activities, results achieved and the financial
management of the agency.
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